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About This Content

This DLC pack contains 80 double-sided kanji flash cards. These are ready to print at home, and feature artwork from Learn
Japanese To Survive! Kanji Combat.

Buying this DLC pack allows you to download a set of flash cards that are suitable for printing. Follow the instructions included
to print the cards correctly, and then cut them out to use your new cards in your studies!

Contains 80 flash cards, covering the first set of kanji featured in the game.

[LOCATING YOUR DLC ONCE PURCHASED & DOWNLOADED]

DLC files are downloaded to your game's Steam directory after purchase. The default location is:

\Program Files (x86)\SteamLibrary\steamapps\common\Learn Japanese To Survive! Kanji Combat\

If this is not valid on your computer, locate your game's install directory using these instructions:

- Open the Steam client and navigate to your game library
- Right-click the entry for Learn Japanese To Survive! Kanji Combat and select Properties

- Click the Local Files tab
- Click Browse Local Files
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This will open the game's directory, and once your DLC is installed, you'll be able to view the files.
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Simple yet attractive puzzle game that is suitable for kids...
Similiar with Cut The Rope and Cut The Rope 2. This add-on is nowhere as bad as other peoples seems to imply. It is however
grossly overpriced, like all DT DLCs. Grab it when on sale at 50% and you shouldn't be disappointed.
It requires some skill to drive properly, as the engine has a tendency to wheel-slip more easily than other engines, when the
reverser is not handled with enough care. Some are complaining that its difficult to keep pressure in the boiler at higher speeds,
but again, careful use of the regulator and reverser is needed.
I hesitated to buy this add-on as it has received mostly negative reviews, but I don't regret my purchase. As long as you're aware
that this is an old DLC, with an old reused sound set, and lacks all the features of a more recent and more advanced one, and as
long as you buy it at reduced price, you should find it to be OK.. Amazing are as usual... but.. there is only 25 pages in the
artbook.. not 40 as the sales info keep saying. Also the Red Monika is reusing 2 very old pictures and 2 new. It should be all new
since her look is not the same as her old one from comic book release.. Bought it on the 3ds, buying it again for steam.

Absoluely loved it, while it is the closest game to good megaman gameplay you can find in this day and age, its also doing its
own take on that genre and some older bullet hells.

confused? dont be, its decently classic megaman gameplay brought into the modern day along with power ups for destroying
enemies and not taking hits: speed up, gliding, patterns to help get more enemies down in tougher spots, all the way to straight
double, quadra, and even more power!!!

at first i hated the game, i really did jsut want megaman gameplay, i was hating it, but when i gave it a fair shot i started to not
only get better but love the unique gameplay thats been put into this game. enemies are hard to deal with but easy once their
patterns and behaviors are studied and thought out, and bosses are good test of your own dodging.

enemies arent a push over unlike in other megamanesc games and you cna only take so many hits but you will learn their
patterns and with each boss ability unlocked, the abilites behavior will be perfect for countering the enemies, even the bosses
(think about what ability's behavior, hit box, effect or more will counter the boss and you'll likely guess what their weakness it,
giving you a massive advantage in both damage and making their best bullet patterns much easier to deal with).

each of the 12 stages, (YES BACK TO MEGAMAN 3 WITH THE ADDED ON LATER CONTENT :P ) also has 2 syega
crystals that midly reveal themselves, if you pay attention to that or their shine when you hit them you can collect them for
further upgrades to your slot upgrades. collecting these will allow you to further push the limits of your characters powering up
at your own choosing now unlike the first game, your special gauge to the side is used for any attacks but mostly boss abilites
will drain it and is very easy to keep track of. not only that but with each character played the hidding spots are changed
respectively per character, based on what they can do and jsut generally relocating the syega again makes the hunt more fun per
playthrough, i cant even memeorise where they all are because this will stump you half the time when youre jsut checking from
memeory. really enjoy the fresh feel you can get per cmapaign played.

i know ive only a few hours put into this pc version but ive 6 files of the varying difficulties, mixing between the characters and
their unique playstyles, story and more, on my 3ds completed. normal, hard, insane and even more random difficulty modifiers
you can get from the menu section once you beat the game. Inside System really know how to make the game last longer by it
allowing itself to open up to you bit by bit offering more options and such to be played through giving you a different
experience per playthrough.

i highly recommend this game on either version. though i will say a certain character youd wanna play from the first gmae if you
beat it is playable only on the steam version.. I thought this would be my kind of game but totally WRONG!

This was just frustrating. I gave it a go, but in the end I achived nothing.

I had 2 or 3 missions my team didn't even get passed the first room!

The first thing I noticed is my team always hated each other, which gives you big penalties. I even tried taking perks so that my
guys makes friends easy. but after a few minutes and they hated each other anyway. You'd think a team of professional could
put aside their dislikes to survive, but I guess your team is just a group of yahoos with no sense of survival. Because the penalties
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are heavy.

I played arounf 2 dozen missions and failed horribly each and every sigle one of them. Maybe it's just me who sucks at this
game and don't understand the basic of it. But no matter what I tried, I only achieved total and utter defeat. Even with a full
team of combat oriented crew I had trouble engaging even a single alien (some of them are easy to engage, but I encountered
them sparsely). You need to gather a lot of intel before you start to get a faint idea of how to engage the enemy. By then most of
the time most of your team is already dead or dying. Even when it says you can simply engage them your team does poorly,
most of the time. One of the rare times I got lucky enough to get aliens life forms my team could actually manage, the room
with the log, I needed to retried, was protected with a turret. Which your team has NO WAY to defeat (afaik), unless you hack
it (but even that is temporary). But guess what, my only teamate that could hack it managed to die, before I spotted it, so
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me. This was the only game I even came close to comple the first mission.

After half a dozen failed attempts, I realised I really needed more info about the game so I read the game manual. That didn't
help one bit. For example, I read about scanning rooms. So I got a guy with high detecting skill and equiped him with a scanner.
But for the life of me, I could not figure out how to scan a room. So it was useless.

Which bring me to another frustrating part of the game... the hacking. Your hacker(s) can only hack what your team visually
had contact with. That makes no sense to me. So if there's a turret to hack you need see it and yes the person who's going to
need to spot it will more than likely get shot at by it and very likely will die from the encounter (but not always). the one time I
managed to hack a turret without anyone dying in the process. I left my hacker on the console in case the nasty thing that reset
the ship parameters passed by (because there was no firewall I could set up to avoid that) so the rest of my team could get
back.... but my hacker got ambushed by 5 aliens (you know that ones that my whole team have a hard time to handle a single
one). So my hacker died horribly and as I predicted it, the turret got reset and the rest of my team was stuck in a room. So much
fun!

An other annoying thing is your team is set randomly, and you can't move you guys around. So you can't organize them. For
example, you can get your combat crew on the top of the list and your hacker or whatnot arranged a certain way. Since you die
all the time you always need to figure out who what and where all the time and it gets annoying. Just that would've made that
game super frustrating to simply annoying to me. Also, you need to take the time to equipe them every single time, you can't
give them a default equipment build.

All that being said, if you somehow like frustration, swearing and the like... this is the game for you. Otherwise stay away from
it.

I still thing the game has potential and is an intresting concept, but I did not enjoy playing it.

. A weird platformer reminding me of VVVVV and Pony Island. The scares are more atmsopheric and occult, with some
awesome puzzles that are challenging but not too difficult. I had a great time with this game and it's worth the price.

https://youtu.be/6hPSSTRWS8k. Disclaimer: Was provided a review key by Kittehface Software

This game is awesome. End of story. You want more?

I am a huge fan of match-3 games. I am a huge fan of chain reactions. And I am also a huge fan of a spin off of Street Fighter II
called Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo. Anode combines everything I mentioned and adds in a bit of ADDICTION causing
players such as myself to play turn after turn after turn.

The great thing about Anode is I could point to it's Endless mode and call it good. The style of gameplay makes it easy to learn
and get the hang of it, and those with more experience and "bravery" can use that knoweldge to risk losing it all for big points
and helpful items.

That 5 hour playtime? Spent mostly in Endless. Other modes serve as nice variety like Mission mode, Time Attack, and others.

Seriously, this game is worth the $5 you'll pay, so JUST DO IT!
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Bought it looking forward to the trials, but it ended up being an animu snoozefest about every single trope in the book. Tons and
tons of just straight gobble from characters I couldn't care less for on a story that somehow I even care less for, resulting in me
wanting to power through the boring\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665character monologues going over the godawful tropes of
their cliche, marysue-ish characters, but at the same time not wanting to miss on the important stuff that relate to the game's
plot, which results in me being forced to slow down and pay attention to stuff I really don't feel rewarded for paying attention to.
The only times I enjoyed myself on the time I've spent with the game was when it went so tongue in cheek it could lick its own
ear, like when it presented you a high school student as the leader of all biker gangs in japan or an "ultimate gambler" called
"ludenberg". Most of the characters are uninteresting single note affairs, and buying presents for, or spending time with the ones
you feel like is absolutely pointless as there's only one track you'll be following which, in a game about relationships between
characters makes it extra un-endearing.

The presentation is interesting, the art style is nice, the music is pretty good, the premise is... passable, but seeing how this game
centers squarely in exploration and dialogue and that's what I have a big problem with, I'm going ahead and say that 80% of this
game, which is staring at predictable, long winded and repetitive text, is absolutely hopeless.

I'm personally huge on Phoenix Wright and thought I might enjoy this as well after watching Tehsnakerer's video on both
franchises, but wherein one is more about fun characters telling a story which will rarely stop to mope about their life story
(three to five-ish at a time, depending on the case), the other one is about bouncing between FIFTEEN terrible, ill-fitting cutouts
talking about themselves for so long that the setting and story becomes dilluted and second to a bland piece mainly centered on
anime stereotypes. It's not about investigating a crime and finding a culprit, it's about getting your ear chewed off by very basic
archetypes for hours, and at the end all converging on a whodunit that seems to be in place just out of obligation to justify the
drivel you've been subjected to all this time. Even if we substract the whole crime investigation angle from the equation, the
Nine Persons Nine Doors games do a much better work of presenting a character driven mystery while keeping the narrative
focused on the story instead of it taking a backseat to uninspired tripe.

I haven't reached a trial yet but my two hours are up, and seeing what I've seen, imma have to ask for a refund because I feel
like I'm going to maybe enjoy a couple of the 20 hour total run of the game. It's simply not entertaining.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ocveup8c8Ko

This would be a great game if it was free or cheaper. But this is not worth 15€. Not easy but very entertaining.. \u2605 \u2605
\u2605 \u2605 \u2605
. Don't care much for writing reviews on a game. Most folks would make up their minds without this. On the slim chance you
would take some unknown person's advice- get this game. A great story driven game with wonderful graphics and haunting
soundtrack.. A very interesting 8-bit game. The soundtrack in this game is actually real nice, and gameplay is really quirky. Lack
of tutorial options or even a general idea of what to do next makes the game significantly more difficult as you die a few times
trying to figure out what to do.. Lets see, I just payed 3 dollars for 3 survey missions. Buy it extremely on sale, or not at all. No
story elements were added, and no new item drops, not worth it.. I had a blast playing this and played more than I expected to
when I bought it. For only 2 euros this should definetly be on your list to do things if you're bored and have some friends over,
or even by yourself.. Not sure why there are negative reviews about this game. I like classic Tower Defense games and really
enjoyed this game. It has a good learning curve, lots of upgrades, good graphics and is fun to play.. This game made my brain
full. I feeds my hunger, once again! Something to make my brain \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.... Oh yes. Giggity.
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